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§ O. Introduction 

Let G be the group of germs at 0 E R of smooth orientation preserving 
diffeomorphisms of R. When we study transversely orientable codimen
sion one foliation, the group G plays an important role. In fact, the 
isomorphism problems of certain foliations are deeply related to the con
jugacy problems of elements of G. 

Let Goo be the normal subgroup of G which consists of the elements 
infinitely tangent to the identity at O. 

Concerning the conjugacy problem, we have the following well-known 
result due to Sternberg [7] and Takens [8]: 

Iff and g are elements of G- Goo withf-l 0 g E Goo, thenfis conjugate 
to g by an element of Goo. 

Then, the problem which is left to us is: 
For two elements f and g of Goo, when isf conjugate to g in Goo (or in 

G)? 
Now, consider the submonoid G~ of Goo consisting of the germ of the 

identity of R and all the elements f of Goo such that f(x)=x for x<O and 
f(x)<x for x>O. 

The main purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition under 
which two elements of G~ are conjugate. 

Our main result is the following. 

Theorem 2.4. Let f be an element of G~ with a(f)=I= 1. (a(f) is a 
non-negative number ( E [0, 1]) defined in Section 1.) Let g be an element of 
G~ satisfying the following (*)s!or s>(2-a(f))/(1-a(f)?; 

(*)8 If(x)-g(x)I~c{x- f(x)}, 

for any x( E R) near O. Here, the constant C depends onf, g and s. Then, 
there exists a diffeomorphism h of R such that 

(i) g=h- 1 ofo h (in a neighbourhood of 0), 
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(ii) his olclass C~ on (0, +00) such that hl(-~,o]=II(-~,o], and 
(iii) h(O) = 0, Dlh(O) = 1 and DTh(O) = 0 lor 1 < r < (1- a(f»2. s

(2-a(f». 

This paper is organized as follows. 
We begin Section 1 with defining the number a(f) for an element 

I e G~. We see that the number a is invariant under conjugations by 
elements of G~(or G). We also show the existence of an element I e G"oo 
with a(f)=a for any a e [0,1]. This implies that there are uncountably 
many conjugacy classes in G~ (Corollary 1.6). Since these I's are not 
conjugate even by elements of G, we see that there are uncountably many 
Reeb foliations which are not C~ isomorphic to each other (Theorem 1.7). 

In Section 2, we study the properties of elements g e G~ sufficiently 
close to an element I e G~. We prove our main result Theorem 2.4, 
which says that an element g e G"oo "sufficiently close" to I e G"oo is CT -con
jugate to! 

In Section 3, as an application of Theorem 2.4, we give an alternative 
proof of the perfectness of G~ which is originally due to Sergeraert [6]. 
We show that, for any element leG~, there exists g e G~ such that go Ie 
G"oo (Proposition 3.2). We can in fact construct an element g e G"oo with 
a(g)=O so that g and gol satisfy the condition (*). of Theorem 2.4 for 
any S. This implies that/is written as a commutator. 

In Section 4, using Proposition 3.2, we show that the natural inclusion 

i:G"ooXG"oo~G~ 

induces isomorphisms on their homology groups. Here, 

G"oo={( -I) 010 (-1);1 e G"oo}. 

We introduce some notations. 
Let I(a, b, c) and g(a, b, c) be real valued functions on RXRXR. 

Following Sergeraert [5], an inequality 

I(a, b, c) :::;;: g(a, b, c) 
(b,c) 

means that, for any band c, there exists a constant Cb,c such that 

I(a, b, c)<Cb,c·g(a, b, c) 

for anya. 
Let I be a function on an open subset of R. We denote by D'f(x) 

the r-th derivative of I at x. By III:, we mean sUPo;;;ssTIDSI(x)l, where A 
"'EA 

is a subset of R. When A=R, we simply write lilT' 
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We write I for the identity of R, and fog for the composition of f 
andg. 

§ 1. The invariant a 

Let Diff,;, (R, 0) be the group of the orientation preserving diffeomor
phisms] of R with ](0)=0. We consider the subgroup D= of Diff,;, (R, 0) 
consisting of] which satisfies 

(i) ](0)=0, Dtj(O)= 1 and Dr](o) = 0 for any r>2, and 
(ii) ](x)=x+b for sufficiently large x~O, where b is a constant. 
Let D"oo be the submonoid of D = consisting of the identity and the 

elements] satisfying](x) = x for x<O and ](x)<x for x>O. Then, we 
have the following exact sequences of groups and monoids: 

where ",(])=the germ of] at O. 
We define a number a(]) E [0, 1] for an element] ED'/". 

Definition 1.1. 

a(])=inf {a E [0,1]; Jt(x);;;;; {Jj(x)}l-a for x E R}, 
(j) 

where Jj(x)=x-](x) and Jt(x)=suPO;;;y;;;X Jj(y). We note that the 
number a(]) depends only on the germ of ] at O. Hence, for an element 
f E G"oo, we can define the number a(f) to be a(]) for some] E D"oo with 
",(])=f 

We also introduce a mapping 

a*: D"oo~[O, I]X{min, inf}. 

The mapping a* is defined by a*(])=(a(]), min), if a*(]) attains the 
minimum value. Otherwise, we define ai])=(a(]), inf)o We can also 
consider a* as a mapping from G"oo to [0, 1] X {min, inf} in a natural way, 
and we have the following commutative diagram: 

D~~[O, 1] X {min, inf} 

rrt~ 
GC = 

The following theorem motivates the definition of a. 
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Theorem 1.2. (Sergeraert [6]) For an element fED"." there exists a 
unique Cl vector field t;=t;(x)dldx, with t;(x)=o for x<O and of class C= 
on (0, 00), such that f is the time one map of t;. Moreover, if rx(f)< llr 
(r ~ 2), t;(x) is of class cr at 0. 

First, we show that rx takes any value of [0, 1]. 
Let cp be a C= function of R such that 

Put 

-1+---... 

° 1 
"6 

5 
"6 

for x E R, 

for x::;;:t, 

for x~i, 

for x E R. 

Fig. 1. The graph of cpo 

Concerning the sets Aa,IDin and Aa,inf' we have the following proposi
tion. 

Proposition 1.3. The sets Aa,inf (rx E [0, 1» and Aa,IDin (rx E [0, 1]) are 
not empty. (Note that Al,inf is empty by definition.) 

Proof First, we show that Aa,inf (O::;;:rx< 1) is non-empty. We 
define a function h on (0, 1] as follows. We fix the following numbers: for 
n=O, 1,2, "', 

xn =3- n 

Yn=2·3- n- 1 

~n=(l-rx).(:!~ ) 
an=t.exp (_3 n) 

bn=(aS lfin • 
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Note that O<.an<1 and that bn<an. On [xn+h x n]=[3- n-t, 3- n], we 
define h by 

for x E [xn+!' Yn] 

It is easy to see that h(x) is a Coo function on (0, I]. We can calculate 
the r-th derivative (r > I), and we have 

Hence, DTh(x)--?O as x--?+O and h is of class Coo and flat at o. Put 

{
X for X<O, 

f(x)= x-h(x) for O<x< I, 

x-(t·e- I)2/I-a for I~x. 

Since 

sup I Dlh(x) I <t{exp (_3 n)}. 3n+ l ·sup I Dl9'(X) I 
xe [Xn+l,Xn] :c 

~3n.exp (_3 n ) 

fis an element of D"oo. 

o Yn+l Xn+1 Yn 

Fig. 2. The graph of h. 
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We can calculate a(f) as follows. For x E [Yn+t' Yn], we have 

max .df(x) = max {hex), h(Yn+t)}, 
O'5:,y~x 

where 

hey )-a -(b )fin+l<{h(x)}fin+l n+l - n+l- n+l = . 

Hence, we have .d{(x)~{.df(x)Vn+I on [Yn+1> Yn]. By the choice of f3n' we 
have a(f)~a. Since .d{(xn) = {.df(xn)} fin, I-f3n>a and lim (l-f3n)=a, 

n_+oo 

J is an element of A a , info 

For Aa,min (a* 1), we can construct a diffeomorphism belonging to 
Aa,min similarly by taking 13= I-a in place of f3n-

When a= 1, we replace f3n by lin, that is, we replace bn by (an)n; then, 
the diffeomorphismJbelongs to At,min' 

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.3. 

Remark. The diffeomorphism given in [6], Theorem 4.1, is also an 
element of At,min' 

We give other properties of a*. 

Lemma 1.4. Let f and g be elements of D"oo. If they satisfy the ine
qualities 

.df(x) :::;: .dg(x) :::;: .df(x) 
(f,g) (f,g) 

Jar any x E R, then a*(f)=a*(g). 

Proof For any e>O, 

.d~(x) = sup .dg(y) 
os;; y s;;x 

< sup .df(y) 
(f,g) Oo;;yo;;x 

< {.d f(x)J1-a(f)-< 
(f) 
:::;: {.dg(x)}t-a(f) -e. 

(f,g) 

This shows a(g):::;:a(f). By the above calculation, it is obvious that a(f) 
attains the minimum value if and only if a(g) does so. This completes 
the proof. 

Lemma 1.5. For fE D"oo and hE D=, we have aif)=aih- t oJo h). 

Proof For any e>O, we have 

.d~-lofoh(X) < .d{(h(x» 
(h) 

< {.df(h(x)W-a(f)-< 
(f) 
:::;: {.dh-lojoh(xW-a(f)-<. 

(f,h) 
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This implies a(f)=a(h- ' ofo h). Moreover, it is also obvious that aif) 
=aih-'ofoh) as in Lemma 1.4. 

Combining Lemma 1.3 with Lemma 1.5, we obtain the following 
Corollary 1.6. 

Corollary 1.6. The set of conjugacy classes of G':., has the cardinal 
number of the continuum. 

Remark. The formula of Lemma 1.5 holds if h is the germ of a C1 

diffeomorphism which fixes the origin. 
Corollary 1.6 and Remark imply the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.7. There are uncountably many C= isomorphism classes of 
Reeb foliations. 

Here, by a Reeb foliation .'IF R, we mean a transversely oriented 
smooth foliation of S3 whose leaves are diffeomorphic to R2 except a 
compact leaf diffeomorphic to a torus T2. 

For the proof, it is sufficient to recall the following well-known fact 
concerning the holonomy of the torus T2. 

The holonomy of the compact leaf T2 is a group homomorphism 

Moreover, we can find the generators a, b E tt',(T2) such that .Yt'~l'(a) E G':., 
and .Yt'~l'(b) E G':.,. It is well-known that two Reeb foliations .'IF R, and 
.'IF R. are isomorphic if and only if .Yt'~l"(a) and .Yt'~l"(b) are simultaneously 
conjugate to .Yt'~l'·(a) and .Yt'~l'.(b) in G. On the other hand, for any 
element (J, g) of G"o., X G':." it is easy to construct a Reeb foliation .'IF R 

such that .Yt'~l'(a)=f and .Yt'~l'(b)=g. These facts insure the theorem. 

Lemma 1.S. Let f and g be elements of D':., such that f 0 g=g 0 f. 
Then, aif)=aig). 

Proof. By Kopell [4] and Sergeraert (Theorem 1.2), there are positive 
real numbers s, t and a C1 vector field ~=~(x)d/dx with ~(x)<O for x>O 
and ~(x)=O for x<O such that the diffeomorphismsfand g are the time s 
map and the time t map of ~,respectively. We can assume s<t. Take 
a positive integer K such that t< K· s. Then, we have 

Jf(X)<Jg(X)<JfK(X) < Jf(X). 
(f,K) 

Hence, Lemma 1.8 follows from Lemma 1.4. 
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Remark. From Lemma 1.5 arises the following problem: 
Does the invariant a* determine the conjugacy class completely? 
This is not the case for diffeomorphisms f with a(f) = 1. Sergeraert 

gives a diffeomorphism f with a(f)= 1 which does not have a root ([6], 
Theorem 4.1). Since a(f)= 1, we have a(f 0 f)= 1 by Lemma 1.8. It is 
obvious, however, that f is not conjugate to f 0 f 

Lemma 1.9. For any two elements f, g E D"oo, we have the following 
inequality: 

a(fog)<Max{a(f), a(g)}. 

Proof We can assume that 0< a(g)::;: a(f)< 1. Put a=a(f) and 
~=a(g). Then, for any e>O, we have 

Llr;og(x) < Llr;(x) + Llg"(x) 

::;: {LI! (x)}l-a- ° + {Llg(X)}l- P- ° 
(f,g) 

< {LI!og(X)}l- a-o + {LI!og(X)}l- p-o 

::;: 2{LI!og(x)}1-a-o. 

The third inequality holds because LI!(x)::;:LI!og(x) and Llg(x)::;:Llfog(x). 
This shows the desired inequality. 

Remark. For any a E [0, 1], 

{IE D"oo: a(f)<a} and {IE D':x,: a(f)::;:a} 

are submonoids of D':x" invariant under the conjugation by elements of G. 
In particular, {I E D':x, : a(f) = O} is a submonoid. Note that, by Theorem 
1.2, any f E D':x, with a(f) = ° is the time one map of a Coo vector field on 
R. 

§ 2. On the CT -conjugation in G':x, 

In this section, we prove our main result, Theorem 2.4, which gives a 
sufficient condition for CT -conjugation in G':x,. The following proposition 
is due to Sergeraert [6] which is useful for us. 

Proposition 2.1. Let f be an element of D"oo. By Theorem 1.2, there is 
a unique C 1 vector field ~=~(x)dldx of which fis the time one map. 

Then,for any x>o, we have the followings. 



(ii) 

(iii) 
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lim ~(x) =-1. 
",-+0 Jf(X) 

IDTr(x) I < Dlr(x). XT- I 
(f,T) {~(X)y-I 

for r>1. 

(iv) I DTf-n(x) I < 1 { X_n }T-l = ~(x-n) .(x Y_I 
(f,T) {Dlr(x-nW ~(x_n) {~(xW -n , 

for r>1. 
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Remark. We use the above inequalities later in the following forms: 
For f E G~, choose j E D~ representing f appropriately. Then, we 

have, for any x E R and any r > 1, 

(iii)' I DTjn(x) I < Jl(xn) XT- I 
(l,T) {Jl(x)}' 

(iv)' IDTj-n(x) I < Jl~X_n) (x-nY- I. 
(l.T) {Lf!(X)Y 

The following propositions will be used frequently later. 

Proposition 2.2. Let f and g be elements of D?,. If there exists e>O 
such that 

If(x)-g(x) I < {Jf(X)}IH 
(f,g,e) 

for any x E R, then we have: 
(1) Jf(X) < Jg(x) < Jf(X). 

(f,g) (f,g) 
(2) g(x) > faf(x) andf(x»g a g(x) for any x sufficiently close to O. 

Proof. The inequalities (1) follows directly from the assumption. 
Put y(x)=g(x)- faf(x). Then, we have 

y(x)=f(x)- faf(x)+g(x)- f(x) 

> 1'(0)· Jf(X)- C{Jf(X)}IH, 

wheref(x)<O<x and C is a positive constant. This shows that g(x» 
fa f(x) for x sufficiently close to O. On the other hand, from (1), we have 

If(x)-g(x) I < {Jg(X)pH. 
(f,g,.) 

By changingf and g in the above formula, we also have f(x»g a g(x) for 
x sufficiently close to O. This completes the proof. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let J E D,,= with a(f)=I= 1 and g E D,,=. Suppose that: 

IJ(x)-g(x) I < {Llf(X)}' 
(f,g,s) 

Jor s >(2-a(f)f(l-a(f». Then, {g-k 0 P(I)}o:5:k<+oo is bounded. 

Proof By the mean value theorem, we have 

where p+ 2(1)S;:0S;:Jk(l) for sufficiently large k (Proposition 2.2). By 
Proposition 2.1, we have 

where 

Llg(g-k-l(O» = g-k-l(O)_g-k(O) 

<g-k-I(O) 

<g-k-loJk(l) 

<g-k oJk(l) 
(g) 

and, by Proposition 2.2 (I), Llg(O) ::::: Ll/(O). Put a(f)=a. Since a<l, 
(f,g) 

for sufficiently small e>O with l-a-e>O, we have 

Ll/(O) > {LI£(O)}If(I-a-s) 
(f) 
> {LI£(fk+2(1»}If(I-a-s) 

::::: {LI£(fk(I»}If(1-a-E) 
(f,a) 
> {Ll/(P(1»}W- a- E). 

Hence, DI(g-k-I)(O) < g-k oJk(I)·{LlI(fk(1»}-l/(I-a-E) (e>O). From this 
(f,g) 

inequality and the assumption of the proposition, we have 

where A>O is a constant determined by Jand g. Therefore, we have 

< n (I+A{Ll/(Ji(l)}'-(l-a-Wl) 
j~O 
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< exp ( A(to {JJ(P(1»}B-(I-a-e)-,)) 

<expA, 

where we used s-(1-a-et l > 1. q.e.d. 

Now, we state the main theorem. 

Theorem 2.4. Let f be an element of G"a, with a(f) =1= 1. Let g be an 
element ofG"a, satisfying thef<!llowing (*).for s>(2-a(f»f(l-a(f»2; 

(*). I f(x)-g(x) I < {x-f(x)}' 
(f,g,·) 

for any x( E R) near O. 
Then, there exists a diffeomorphism h of R such that 
( i ) g = h- I of 0 h (in a neighbourhood of 0), 
(ii) h is of class C~ on (0, + 00) such that hl(_~,o]~II(_~,o], and 
(iii) h(O) = 0, Dlh(O) = 1 and Dr h(O) = 0 for 1 < r < (1-a(fW . s

(2-a(f»· 

Hence, if g satisfies (*). for any s, then, h is of class C~ at O. (Note 
that, by Proposition 2.2, aif)=a*(g).) 

To prove Theorem 2.4, we take elements j and g of D"a, such that 
1C(j)= f and 1C(g)=g appropriately. It is sufficient to show the existence 
of a diffeomorphism h of R which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) with respect to 
jand g. 

The proof is divided into three steps. 
In the first step, we construct an approximating sequence {g k} which 

converges to g. 
In the second step, we construct a sequence {hk} such that gk 0 hk = 

hk 0 j. 
Finally, in the third step, we prove that the sequence {h k } converges 

to a diffeomorphism h, which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
To simplify the notations, hereafter, we write f and g instead of j and 

g, respectively, and we put a=a(f). 
Step 1. (The approximating sequence {g k}') 

Let gl(x) be a c~ function defined in Section 1. Define c~ functions 
glk (k= 1,2, ... ) on R by 

where ak=fk(l). We define c~ functions {gkh=I,2, ... on R by 
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gk(X)=SOk(X) -f(X) + {1-SOk(x)}· g{x). 

The following lemma shows that g k is a diffeomorphism of R for 
sufficiently large k and that g k converges to g. 

Lemma 2.5. 

{
f(X) for x<ak+1 

(i) gk(X)= 
g(x) for x?::.ak, 

(ii) there are constants O<m<M such that, for any sufficiently large 
k, m<D1gk(x);:;,M for any x E R. 

Proof The assertion (i) is obvious by the definition. 
For (ii), we have positive constants Co and C1 such that 

DI g k(X) > min {D1f(x), DI g(x)} - Co .If _ g l~ak+1,ak] 
ak -ak + 1 

>min {D1f(x), Dlg(X)}- C1 • {If _II~ak+1,ak]}8. 
ak-ak+1 

Moreover, 

If -II~ak+"ak]<Ll{(ak);:;' {Llf(ak)}(1-a-,l, 
(f) 

(e>O). Since (l-a-e)s-l >0 for sufficiently small e>O, we have 
Dlgix)?::.m>O for sufficiently large k and any x E R. In a similar way, 
we can prove D1gk(X);:;'M for sufficiently large k. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 

By replacing f by gko with sufficiently large ko if necessary, we may 
assume that the inequality of Lemma 2.5 (ii) holds for any k> 1. 

The following lemma is an estimate on the norms of gk+l-gk. 

Lemma 2.6. For the diJJeomorphisms {gk}, we have; 

(i) Igk+l-gklo:S (ak -ak + 1)'(1-a-,) 
(f,g) 

for any e>O, and 

(ii) Igk+l-gklr ;:;, (ak-ak+!t r forr?::.1. 
(f,g,r) 

Proof Note that g k+! - g k = (SOk+! - SOk) . (f - g). 
Then, 

I gk+l- gk 10 = I (SOk+I-SOk)· (f - g) 10 

;£; If - giha k+2,ak ] 
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~ {II - I l~ak+2,akJ}' 
(f,g,s) 

~ {J{(a.W 

~ {Jf(a.)}8(1-a-,) (5)0). 
(f,g,s) 

On the other hand, for r > 1, 

ID'so./o:::;; (a.-a.+ 1)-'. 
(~,,) 

Then, we have 

/gk+l-gk/' = /(SOk+1-SOk)·(f -g)/, 

1 q.e.d. 

Step 2. (The sequence {h.}.) 

Put 

where n is an integer such that In(X)<ak+l. Since gk=1 on [0, a.+a 
(Lemma 2.5 (i)), h. is well-defined. 

By definition, we see that 
(i) supp h. = cl {x E R / h.(x) ::;t:x} is contained in [ak+!' + 00), 
(ii) g.ohk=hk0f. 
Now, we have the following lemma which is useful for calculating 

norms of hk+l-h.. By changing 1 by gko with sufficiently large ko again 
if necessary, we may assume that the inequality of Proposition 2.2 (2) 
holds for x E [0, 1]. 

Lemma 2.7. The set {gk"n ° rex) Ik;;:::: 1, n;;::::O and x E [0, In is bounded. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that {gk" n or(l)/k>l, n;;::::O} is 
bounded. We note that, for O~n<k, gk"n 0r(l)=g-n 0r(1), which is 
bounded by Proposition 2.3. 

For k+ 1 <n, we have, by Proposition 2.2, 

gk"n 0rCl) = gk"(k+l) ojk+l(1) 

< g-k+l ° gk"2 0/.+ 1(1) 

< g-k+l ojk-3(1) 

:::;; g-2(g-k+3 0lk-3(1)), 

which is bounded by Proposition 2.3. This completes the proof. 
Now, we have the following estimates on the sequence {h k }. 
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Lemma 2.S. For sufficiently small e>O, we have: 

(i) Ihk-hk+115o,l] ;;;; (ak-aU1)<I-a-S).-(I-a-S)-', 
(f,g,8) 

(ii) Ihk-hk+d~O,I] ;;;; (ak-ak+l)-T/(l-a-s>, 
(f,g,T) 

for r>1. 

Proof. Note that hk(x)=hk+1(X)=x for x<ak+2• For ak+2::;':x and 
the first n such that ak+s<fn(x)::;':ak+2, we have 

1 hk(x)-hk+1(x) 1 = I(gk"n_gk"!\) orex) 1 

= l(g-n+6 ogk"6_g-n+6 o g k"! 1) or(x) 1 

< D1(g-n+6)(0")'I(gk"6 og~+l-I) ogk"!l or(x) I, 

where 0" E [min {gk"6 or(x), gk"!l or(x)}, max {gk"6 or(x), gk"!l or(x)}]. 
By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.7, we have 

Dl(g~n+6)(0",) < Llg(g-n+6(O,,» 
(g) Llg(O",) 

< {Llf(ak)}-l/(l-a-e) (e>O), 
(f,g) 

where the second inequality follows by an argument similar to that in the 
proof of Proposition 2.3. On the other hand, we have 

Igk"!log~-Ilo < Igk+1-gklo (f,g) 
= I(CPk+l-CPt)·(j-g)lo 

< {Llf(ak)},l-"..,S)', (e>O). 
(f,g,s) 

These two inequalities imply the assertion (i) of the lemma. As to (li), 
we have, for r > 1 and x E [0, I], 

IDThk(x) 1 < L: 1 (DJgk"n) or(x) I· 1 DT'r(x) I· • 'IDT'r(x)l, 
(r) r=(Tl,···,rj) lS;jS;T 

where the sum is taken over all partitions r = (r b •• " r J) with r 1 + ... + r j 
=r and r t > 1 (1 <i<j). By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.7, we have 

IDTh (x) 1 < L: {gk"nor(x)}, . {Llf(r(x»)}1 
k (J,g,T) lS;jS;T {Llgk(r(x)W . {Llf(X)}' 

< 1 
(f,g,T) {Llf(X)}" 

because Ll8i.(r(x» > Llf(r(x» (Proposition 2.2 (1». 
(f,g) 
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Moreover, for x>ak +2, we have, in a similar way to that in the proof 
of Proposition 2.3, 

J!(X) ~ {J!(ak)}W-a-.). 
(J) 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Lemma 2.9. For O<c<I and sufficiently small e>O, we have 

Ihk+1-hkl~C,l] < 1, 
Cf,g,r,c) 

for r> 1. 

Proof In Lemma 2.8, we have the inequality for O<j<r, 

1 ID1(h -h )(X) I < k k+! - {A!( )}T' 
(f,g,T) '" X 

where the right hand side is bounded on [c, 1]. 

Step 3. (The convergence of {h k }.) 

Now, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
To estimate the CT norm of hk' we deform hk to a function with 

compact support. 
Choose a sufficiently small eo>O, and define a C'" function f3 by 

where cp is a C'" function given in Section 1. 

1 

o 1 

Fig. 3. The graph of /3. 

Using this f3(x), we define C'" functions hk by hk(x) = f3(x). hk(x). 

Lemma 2.10. 

(1) hk(x)=hk(x) for x e [0, I-eo]. 
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(2) Ihk-hk+llo :::;: (ak-ak+l)(I-a-.).-(I-a-.)-l 
(f,g,') 

and 

Ih- -h- I < (a -a )-T/(I-a-O) 
k 1:+1 r = k k+1 

(f,g,T) 

for r > I and sufficiently small e>O. 
(3) The sequence {hk} converges with respect to the CT topology for 

O<r <s(l-a)2_(2-a). 

Proof The assertion (I) is obvious by the definition of hk • As to 
(2), we show it easily by the formula hk-hk+l=[3.(hk-h/C+I) and Lemma 
2.8. For (3), since r<s(l-a)2_(2-a), we can choose a sufficiently 
small positive real e and a sufficiently large integer n>O such that 

fi={(1-a-e)s . 1-- - >1 I } (r) r 
I-a-e n I-a-e . 

Then, by the interpolation theorem (Hormander [3]), we have 

I h/c-hUIIT < {I hk-hk+llo}(n-T)/n. {I hk-hutiny,n 
(T,n) 

< (ak-ak+I)P. 
(f,g,n,r) 

This insures the convergence of the sequence {hk} with respect to the CT_ 
topology. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.10. 

By Lemma 2.10, the sequence {hk} converges to some CT-diffeomor
phism h on [0, I] for 0<r<s(l-a)2-(2-'-a). Hence, {h/c} converges on 
[0, + 00). 

Since hie is the identity on [0, ale + I ], we have 

Ih_II~o,a'+1] <:L; (at-at+I)P 
t~k 

Thus, we have (iii) of Theorem 2.4. 
To show Theorem 2.4 (ii), for a small positive real c, we define a C~ 

function r. by 

for sufficiently small el > O. 
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1 .. 

o 

Fig. 4. The graph of Te. 

We consider a c= function hk' which is defined by hix)=rlx).hk(x). 
Then, we have the following lemma corresponding to Lemma 2.10. . 

Lemma 2.11. 

(1) hk(x) =hlx) for x e [c+eb I-ea. 
(2) Ihk-hk+do < (ak-ak+1)(I-a-e).-(I-a-e)-l 

(f,g,.) 

andlhk-hk+IIT < 1, wherer>I andsufficientlysmalle>O. 
(j,g,r,c) 

(3) The sequence {iik } converges with respect to the C=-topology. 

We can show this in a way similar to that of the proof of Lemma 
2.10 by using Lemma 2.9. Theorem 2.4 (ii) follows from Lemma 2.11 
and we complete the proof of Theorem 2.4. 

Remark. The argument used in the proof cannot be applied to the 
case where a(f)= 1. The author does not know whether or not Theorem 
2.4 holds in this case. 

§ 3. On a theorem of Sergeraert 

In this section, we show that Theorem 2.4 can be applied to giving 
an alternative proof of the following theorem due to Sergeraert [6]. 

Theorem 3.1. For any f e G =, there exist g e G';., and h e G';., such that 
f=g-I o h- I ogo h. 

In fact, the following proposition together with Theorem 2.4 implies 
Theorem 3.1. 

Proposition 3.2. For afinite number of diffeomorphisms j;,/z, .. ·,fN 
in D=, there exists g e D';., such that 

(0) a(g)=O 
(1) goJt e D';., 

(2) Ix-Jt(x) I < {,dg(x)} , 
(f"g,') 

for any integer s >0, x e Rand i = 1, 2, .. " N. 
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Proof We prove this proposition in the case N= 1. The case when 
N > 2 can be proved similarly. 

We choose a sequence of positive numbers {an}n~2,3, ... and a sequence 
of diffeomorphisms {gn}n~2", ... of [0, + 00) such that the following condi
tions hold: 

(i) 0<an+1<an and lim an=O, 

(ii) gn(O)=O, D1gn(0) = 1, Drgn(o)=O (2<r <n) and Dn+lgn(O):;t:O. 
(iii) gn(X)<gn+l(X)<X and gn(X) <f-1(x), 
(iv) gn(X)=gn+l(X) for x~an' 
(v) Ix- f(x) I:S: {Llgn(x)}n for x~?an' 

and Ix- f(x) 1< {Llgn(x)}n-l for x:S:an_1, 

(vi) Ign+l-gnln_l~2-n. 

Then, g!co,+OO) will be obtained as limgn • 
n_oo 

We construct sequences {an} and {gn} inductively on n. First, for 
n=2, put a2= 1 and let g2 be the time one map of the vector field ';2= 
';2(X) d/dx, where Ux) is a Coo function such that .;zCx)<O for X>O, Ux) 
= ex' on some neighbourhood of ° and g2 satisfies the second part of (iii) 
together with the first part of (v). 

Assume that we have chosen gn which is the time one map of a vector 
field ';n=~n(x)d/dx. Let 1)(x) be a Coo function on [0, +00) such that 

° l 
4 

if O~x:S:t 

if t:Sx~ 1 

if l~x. 

1 

Fig. 5. The graph of 1)(x). 

Put ';.(x)=1)(x/e)·';n(x) for e>O. 
Then, the time one map g. of the vector field ';,=';,(x)d/dx satisfies 

(ii), (iii) and (vi) for sufficiently small e>O. We note that gn(x)=g,(x) 
for x>g;;:l(e). This means that if we take e smaller than gn(an), then 
g,(x) satisfies the condition corresponding to (iv). Moreover, since 
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Dn+2(I-g.)(0)=I=O and x-gn(x»x-g.,(x):2::x-g.(x) for O<e'<e, by 
taking e>O sufficiently small, we have 

and 

Then, we put an+1=e and g,,+I=g.. Here, e can be taken smaller 
than, for example, ia" so that {an} converges to zero. 

The desired diffeomorphism g is defined by 

{
X for x<O 

g(x)= lim gn(x) for X>O. 
n_+oo 

By (ii), (iii) and (vi), g belongs to D';". Since the function x-gn(x) is 
monotonously increasing, ~-o is x-g(x). Hence, we have a(g)=O. It is 
obvious that go fED';" by (iii). Thus g satisfies the conditions (0) and (1). 
As to (2), it is enough to show that, for s> 2, 

for any x<a. and any n~s. First, by (v), we have 

and 

for x<a.. For gs+2, (iv) and (v) insures that 

and 

This shows that 

Iterating this procedure, we have (*). This completes the proof of Pro
position 3.2. 

Remark. The strategy of the proof of Proposition 3.2 is due to 
Sergeraert [6]. 
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§ 4. The monoid G';., and the homology of G';., 

As we mentioned before, the group G= and its submonoid G';., are 
closely related to the theory of smooth foliations of codimension one. In 
this section, we show that the natural inclusion j: G';.,XG';.,~G= induces 
isomorphisms of their Eilenberg-MacLane homology groups. 

First, we recall the definition of the homology of a group and that of 
a monoid. 

The Eilenberg-MacLane homology of a group G (simply, we say the 
homology of a group G) is the homology of a chain complex {Cq(G), o}, 
where CiG) is the free Z-module generated by Gq = GXGX··· XG 
(q-times) for q> 1 and Co(G)=Z. The map .0: Cq(G)~Cq-t(G) is defined 
by 

q-l 

o(gto·· ·,gq)=(gz,···,gQ)+L: (-l)i(gto· ··,gigi+t, ... ,gq) 
i~l 

+( -l)q(gt, ... , gq-t) 

for q>2 and 0: Ct(G)~Co(G) is defined to be the zero map. The homo
logy of a monoid M is defined in a similar way. Concerning the relation 
between the homology of groups and that of monoids, we have the follow
ing theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. (R. Cartan and S. Eilenberg [1]) 
Let G be a group and M a submonoid of G such that each element of G 

has theform x-ty for some x, y E M. Then, the homomorphisms 

induced by the natural inclusion j: M ~G are isomorphisms. 

Applying this theorem to G';., X G';., and G =, We have the following. 

Proposition 4.2. We have the isomorphisms 

which are induced by the natural inclusion 

j: G';.,XG';.,~G=. 

The proof follows from Proposition 3.2. 

Remark 1. If we consider the subgroup G: which consists of ele
ments f of G= such that f(x)=x for any x<O, then we have also the 
isomorphisms as above, induced by the natural inclusion j: q';.,~G:. 
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Remark 2. As we mentioned in Remark after Lemma 1.8, the mon
oid G:;" contains an interesting submonoid Ao={fe G:;"; (f)=O}. By 
Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.4, we can see that the inclusion 

induces isomorphisms in homology groups. 
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